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Introduction
For the longest time, getting access to hardcore urban action featuring well hung homeboyz and flygirls
from the block meant paying the white man to distribute the discs. Them days are over! Black Ice Studio
is coming at you directly and correctly with the all new Black Ice Pass website! They teamed up with
Zero Tolerance and 3rd Degree Movies to create a three-headed porn monster that is as gigantic as it is
ethnic. Come and get some!

Adult Review
For years Black Ice Studio has been crankin' out the best urban porn for DVD stores world-wide. Now they're cuttin' out the
distributors and takin' it straight to the street... internet style! Black Ice Pass features all their best urban fuck-flicks from the
archives and all the brand spankin' new movies from the best mutha-fuckin ghetto studio yo' dick has ever witnessed! Teamed
up with Zero Tolerance and 3rdDegreeFilms as well, you get access to 1000s of exclusive DVDs with your membership! Oh'
no they dih'int! - Damn straight they sho' did!
  
  There are lots of sites out there featuring women whose skin is black but whose style is as lily white as the sluts in your own
neighborhood. If you want some real urban looking HOs from around the way, you gots to go get some and you better be
from that neck of the woods or you ain't gonna get no respect. 
  
  Your Black Ice Pass gives you a secret way into the urban jungle where you can walk around and spend yo' time with find
Black bitches and plenty of chocolate chocha! These are the real deal, it's a street thang and every bitch on this site knows
what it means to be in da' game! Track-walkers, street hustlers, whatever you call 'em... just make sho' yo' dick is deep in they
throat the whole time you holla at 'em!
  
  With 500+ scenes all in DVD quality and available as downloadable films or streamed online in amazing Flash formats,
Black Ice Pass brings the same passion to tech as they do to sex. They hooked up with Zero Tolerance and 3rdDegreeFilms
so that now your one pass gets you so much ass you'll never need to signup anywhere else!

Porn Summary
Take the tour and see what The Tongue is talk'n 'bout! This is authentic ebony action with real street homeboyz and the kind
of big ass bitches that back that thick booty up on you like a solar eclipse blocking out the mutha-fuckin Sun! Black Ice
Pass... it's about phat ass!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A HUGE site full of authentic Black DVD action!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 90
Support: 90 Unique: 92    Taste: 93        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
Zero Tolerance On Demand (93) ,Third Movies (91) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Breasts, Ebony, Exclusive, Group Sex, Hardcore, Massive, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 560
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